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ABSTRACT
w
CHEN, CRi3NG-YIH. Properties of TiO 2 Thin Films and a Study of the
TiO2-GaAs Interface. (Under the direction of MICHAEL ANTHONY LI:T'ILEJOliN) .
Titanium dioxide (TiO 2 ) films prepared by chemical vapor deposition
(CVU) are investigated in this study for the purpose of the application
in the GaAs-MISFBT. An ellipsometer, an X-ray diffractometer, and a
UV
.
-visible spectrophotometer are employed to measure the film thickness
andfoptical constants, to determine the crystallinity of the TiO 2 films,
and to measure the density--of-stare energy gap, respectively. The
crystallinity of the TiO 2 films is dependent upon:_the deposition tempeta-
ture in such a Way that the degree of crystallization increases with the
deposition temperature. Refractive indexes varying from 1.84 to 2.1,
depending on the crystallinity of the films, are computed from the
experimental. data. The optical, gaps, based on the results of the optical
absorption, are 3.22 eV and 3,90 eV for the amorphous and.anatase films,
respectively.
The current-voltage (I-V) study, utili7Wng an AY,-TiO 2-At MIM
structure, reveals that the d-c conduction through the TiO 2 film is
dominated by the bulk-limited Poole,-Frenkel emission mechanism.. The
dependence of the resistivity of the TiO 2 films on the deposition, en
vixonment is also shown. A high frequency (l MHz) capacitanae-voltage
.(C-V) system is . .used to investigate the electrical properties of the
TiO2-GaAs interface by measuring the C-V characteristic of an At-TiO2^
GaAs MTS capacitor. The results of the.C-V.study indicate that an in-..
version layer in an n-type substrate can be achieved in the MIS capacitor
if the TiO 2 films are deposited at a temperature higher than.2.75°C.
Nevert:Aeless, the etching susceptibilities of the Tio2 films decrease. as
I	 I	 l	 I	 I	 4	 f
	 -	 I	 -
the degree of crystallization is increased. A process of low tem pera-
ture deposition followed by the pattern definition and a higher tempera-
ture annealing is suggested for device fabrications. A flat-band voltage
of 2.0 V and a relative dialegtric constant of about SO are also obtained.
Fast surface state densities are substantially high and in the order of
13 210 /cm. ev.
A model, based gn the assurgption that the surface state densities
are continuously distributed in Pnsrgy within the forbidden band gap,
is proposed to interpret the Jack of an inversion Layer in the U-TiO 2-
GaAs MIS structure with the TiO2 films deposited at 200°C. This model is
in good agreement with the experimental results. This study indicates
that. a p-channel GaAs-MrSFET can ba successfully fabricated if the good
properties of the 400 0 0 TO -GaAs interface can be utilized.
tiv
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1. INTRODUCTION AND LITERATURE REVIEW
1.1 Introduction
The trae of silicon dioxide (Sic thin films in solid:vtate device
technology has been wade spread for several reasons. The passi.vation of
surface layers, masking against diffusion, and the provision of an active
l	 insulating layer in metal-insulator-semiconductor (MI5) devices are among
i
the very common uses. The extensive use of SiO
2
 in silicon teclinol.ogy
E
can also be partly attributed to the fact that Si.O 2 can be readily gown	
^..
on . silicon by thermal oxidation.
i
Almost at the same time that silicon technology received wide atten-
tion, galUum-arsenide (GaAs) has received similar consideration. The
major features of GaAs compared to Si as an electronic material are:
(1)greater energy gap allowing operation at h3.gher temperature [1],
(2)high electron mobility giving theoretically higher frequency responseE	 Y ' ^	 Y- g	 4	 Y	 caF
i
[2], and (c) a direct band gap providing much shorter recombination time
is
_ In spite of the features ,described above, no satisfactory inversion. 	 ?
channel GaAs metal- -insulator--semiconductor field effect txansitor (MISFET)
i,
was realized at the time of starting this research. A prominent problem
encountered in GaAs technology i.s . that GaAs decomposes and-arsenic atoms
evaporate from the surface at a tetnpe-nature higher than 700°C [4] . These 	 a
formidable shortcomings make thermal; oxidation difficult... Many efforts
-	 have been made to study.the low temperature oxidation processes, such as
f	
chemical.:vapot deposition (CVD), sputtering, anodic oxidation, and plasma:
Foxidation. A variety of dielectric `films, such as SiO, Sidle, :
 20 3'
Si N^, and Ge^N4 , have.al.so been studied for this purpose [41-N3. Most
^.
of the dielectric film -. GaAs : ixterfaees investigated so far have the
lok-
E
i
3
i	 ..
_2
common problem that the interface state density is very high (on the order f
of 1012
 /cm2-eV) and the inversion layer is generally hard to achieve,
probably due.to the high density of surface states or high d-c conduction
in the dielectric films.
The interest of this work centers around titanium dioxide (Ti02} for
" several. reasons.	 Titanium dioxide is a dense material which is ideally
suited for metallurgical protection of GaAs surfaces during ion implanta-
ton.	 The high density of the TO [9 ] supposedly allc:^ as , eortstituents of2
-
the material to be prevented from diffusing into the oxide film. 	 Further-
more, Tor has a reported dielectric constant as high as. 150 tlo].	 MIS
structures using a high permittivity insulating material will enjoy the
high capacitive density on the one hand, and a relatively large value of
f
transoonductance on the other hand [11].	 Due to the various favorable
^
reasons mentioned above and due to the fact that no prior work on the TO 
GaAs interface properties has been reported, the primary goal of this re -
search effort is the study of the optical and electrical properties of
^i
pyrolytically deposited TiO2 and the TO	 - GaAs interface.
The second chapter deals with the theoretical background.related to
the understanding of this study.	 Among the theories presented, the
capacitance-voltage (C-V) characteristic of the MIS capacitor and the
mechanisms of d-c conduction are well understood.	 Howaver, certain
topics concerning the band model kf non-crystalline-solids. still remain
controversial j123.	 The experimental techniques are treated in the third
' chapter.	 X-ray diffraction and.optical absorption are designated to study
. the structure and optical bard gap of the-films.	 In. vie!w of the study of
the electrical properties of the interfaces,... the most convenient. and '•
widely, ussd technique is the capacitance-voltages (C.V) and...current-voltage
S,
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(I-V) characteristics of the HIS structures.
	 The experiment4l results .
i
f
are then presented in the fourth chapter,	 Finally, the summary, conclusion,
and.the recommendations are given in the fifth chapters
1.2
	 Dielectric Films for MIS Structures
In order to . achieve acceptable device'properties, any insulating
material used in-the metal-insulator-somiconductor (MIS) structure will
Y
have to satisfy a number of requirements.
	 As far as the dielectric prop-
erties are conce.°ned, one would like to have
'
a material with a relatively
high dielectric constant, and it should have a. high breakdown strength.
'It As also important that the MIS structure should remain stable. under
operational stress, e.g., high temperature or high electric field.
	 There.
exist two kinds of `instabilities, one is due to ion migration, the other
' is due to charge infection and trapping [13;]. 	 it is generally required-
. that.the.dielectric films be an effective barrier against ion drift:,
particularly sodium ions. 	 The dielectric films with large band gaps are
usually . beleved to. be able to decrease to some extent the possibility.cf
charge injection.. It is known that because of disruption of the per iodicity
3
.; of the semiconductor lattice and because. of defects at the insula tor-
semiconductor interface, electronic states will be introduced into the
forbidder► ag p of the semiconductor. 	 Such, electronic states ace referred
to as interface states'.	 From the point of ,view of device application,
3
interfaces with low -interface state density are preferable because'int p-rfa-ce
a
states usually act as surface recombination centers 111]. 	 The chemical. nature
-
'•of the material should be sudh.-	 it can be :readiay` etched 3n liquid	 6
^..
€
:.A
etchants at rear roam temperature.	 With some refractory materials' (e.g.,
silicon carbide:. rutile) one encox'mwft difficulty in thin respect.	 In
considering the device reliability one alarm has to exclude th e water
.
solua9ble . compounds ..
r
..
In reviewing the dielectric properties of binary compounds, Harrop
and Campbell [14.] found a number of empirical rules. 	 Only those of our
interest will be discussed here.
(1) The energy gap (Eg) of the dielectric materials tends to increase
-
with decreasing mean atomic weight.of the constituents. 	 Thus,
in a number of oxides, of '-metals with the same valence, the. energy
)}t`(
gap will increase with decreasing atomic weight of the metal.
^: d
moms.
	
In. light. or;his Mule-, one, concl udes that materials
with large bahtgap will particularly be found among the oxides
and . nitrides of lighter elements.,
(2) Tha dielectric constant (sr} of an insulator tends to -increase
with .the mean atomic weight of the cotaponents of the compound.
This rule implies that it wixl be unlikely to find materials
With -bath large. ;er and large  
Eg -^
(3) Moreover, films with large dielectric constant geharally leadK
to the poss bility of high, conductions
Fol1l)Ving these rules * Harrop and Campbell concluded that among the
large . ossble number of bins	 combinations	 only ;e lured number areP	 ry	
'
.y
,. worth further consideration for applicat ion in metal-insulator-semi= i
conductor devicese
	
magnesium oxide (MgO), aluminum oxide (At 2Q3)
silicon ddi,6*ide (SiO^), silicon oxide (SiO), aluminum nitride .(A x),
boron nitride (BN), and silicon nitride (Sip 	 are believed to have
large baud gaps (E	 > S eV) with low Toes, while bismuth oxide (Bi203
hafpita^. oxide (HfOZ ), tungsten oxide (W0 3), and tantalum oxide ('62O5)
a are awn g the gro%* showing large dielectric constant (er > 10) but
^.. ;
^. s
t '
dr:,.--._ s' ,
	.'S3_Z..•,:tis,"td:cae,.,.,..::._ ..k..,_-....

i1
n
y
I€
pAG
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substantially with increasing annealing temperature, while the a-c'n sus-
ceptibility in hydrofluoric .acid (IV') and sul.f.u:.,,ic acid (H2 so	 deco-aased'
T
Also, an optical band gap of M eV was obtained, No details an the eWectri-
cal properties of the films were given.
Electron-beam deposited TO films were investigated by Brame i9 J-
'	 Again, the leakage current through the se-deposited films was large.
Post deposition oxidation was shown to reduce the magnitude of leakage
current. More important is the fact that deposition of Ti0 2 films in xn
oxygen ambient yields a. much lower value ;f leakage current, k su:rfa::e
state density as low as 1011 states/cm`-eV was measured by the quasi-static
capacitance-voltage merbod.. DielecteLe aanstants vaz7ing from 4 tc 40
•
and optical baud gaps of 3.95 eV were also givers. Some analysis techniques
were used to indicate that thin film TO  is imper rious to sodium ion (N fj
migration, and can be etched in a buffered oxide etcn^
Recently, Geraghty, et ai. [233 published their results of reacti-,;ely
i
sputtered TiO 2 films. The as-deposited films are amorphous and rah be
E	 etched rapidly in HNO 30 Thee optical absorption spectrum snowed an absoxp-
tion edge at about 330	 which corresponds to a fund-gap of 3.76 eV-
Electrical properties of the as-grown..films were not 'epoyte d^
la3 Oieleetric Films on GaAs
f In the 1960's, the III-V compounds attracted considerable atta:-,4t .on,
and of : these materials gallium arsenide (GaAs.) rer: ved the .most se. ic,ss
consideration. The need for ,forming insulators with goad dielectriz and
interface,properties.on.GaAs is evident in view of applications to suriaz.e
passivation and device fabrications Such a tethno cgy will cova^_r a whale
range of applications including optoelectronie devices, mic:rcwa- e.
.t
•a
7field-effect-transitoTs (FET), and high performance char ge-toup le- desiCas
(CCD), The dielectric films on GaAs invssti.gated so fa:-- have inC1-.des 5iO,
Si02
 [4,5 9 24], Si P4 [25,26), At 203 [27); SiO2-Ak 20 5 -L 271, CeP4 [281, and
native oxides prepared by thaw-mai oxidation 129), sha-mi cal arodizaticn -! 30,
.313, and plasma oxidation [81. Each of the dielectric films rient- cned hay L
will be surveyed. in this section with special emphasis cn the intletface
properties.
The properties. of the SiO 2-GaAs interface were exemined for the fi..ac
time by Backe, et al [4) in 1965, in an atte q^ ,: to make: a Gw, La_:FET wi .h S--,O
as the gate insulator. Room temperature hystex Eii:s ani a sumacs state
density of the .grder of 10 ' 2 states/cm 2-eVwere rep%:_^ted. in `968, Sat_
[24] investigated evaporated SO and p=yolyti.cal.l.y deposited SiQ_ on
GaAs. The instabilities exiating in these interf ace systems we•-"e att--ribcted
to positive ions in the insulators Sukface state densi-Iles in the range
of 3xlO11 /cm 2 "eV were reported The interface propertiesi c the SW 2-GaAs
interface were tether investigated by Kern. and White [ .5) in 1970P The
Si02 films were deposited primarily by p;.yclysis of tetraethyl siloxana in
argon,' Generally, minimum heat exposure . (IQw tsmpeTat lxre and shatt heating
period) tended to decrease the' ,,
,
 interface -state ,densitya By romdsn ng the
optimum conditions (indicated in their papers), s da:raasa of the inte-face
state density was achieved from values of greater than 10 13 to 10111cm2 ev,
The electrical properties of the Si3N -GaAs i:nt_r'fa e Bete;:reined by
C-V characteristic was scrutinized by Foster [253 in, 19M The Si3N4
films were pyrolytically deposited from sil:ane (SiR ) and ammouis (NH3)
In the range 650-750°C an n- and p- type, (111) Via",, The C-V c%{rves
obtained on p- and n- substrates showed the presence of ast'surface
states and room temperature hysteresis. By increasing the frequency of
the a-c signal in the C-V measurement to freeze out the fast surface states,
the difference in the frequency response of the fast surface states also-
elated with the films deposited at different NH3 to Silly ratios was ob-
served. Room temperature bias stress shd'oed that the instabilities were
due to charge injection and subsequent trapping in the insulator, Fiat band
voltages-were reported to be about -15 V and +20 V for p- and n- substrates,
respectively. Moreover, n-type samples showed mush pocrez -repeatability
from rpn to run than did p-type samples, Surface state densities in the
10.2 - 101 /cm2eV range were also obtained by comparing a high tzequency
C-V curve with a theoretical one calculated for the same insulator thickness
and substrate doping [32]. The Si N4 -GaAs interface in depletion ,egion
were further investigated by Cooper, et ale [26] in 1972, using the
conductance-voltage (C-V) technique. A significant density cf traps was
observed in the bulk insulator. It was proposed that the density of trap
states was,a function of both energy and distance from the inte=facer
It was also concluded that in the first few angstroms of the insulatcr
the states associated with the interface added to the insulator traps so
that the net -density of states became greater than in the bulk insulator..
An inversion mode GaAs-MISFET was realized by Ito and Sakai r331
using the alloying technique for formation of source and drain contacts,
and chemical-vapor-deposited double layer films of At203 and. SiO2 as.
gate.insulators. No hysteresis phenomenon due to intarface states o*
bulk traps was recognized -,.in their studies. This result seems .f4drly
accaptable if It is considered that the twain instabilities in Sio2 and
A& 03 are due to ion migration and traps, respectiv ely.
fa
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The electrical properties of the At 03 Si3N -, and Sio`-GaAs irzte;
faces were restudied by Miyazaki, 161 in 1974. The anargy di.stri ut'-on 5;
the interface state density was obtained from the high frequency C-V cuzWas	
i
All samples exhibited an U::4haped distribution with the largest values
located between mid-gap and Fermi level. The values depended on the sub-
-r
strate conductivity type and. the deposition condi.ti .^s of tiM Ins,%latot
films, and ranged from Mx1O 11 to 20x1411 /CM eT fsr p-type subs fates
and from 1x1012. to 4x1O12 /Cm 2 eV for -a-type Aubstra:tes, it was indicated
that the interface state densities were higher for Si P4 f'lmaa than f:,M
other insulating films. Frequency dispersion in the accuwu .aricn regi=
on n-type substrates was also observed. This was considered tj be due
to deep traps . formed b ouyggnz-atam doping during oxide deposition
'Recently, much interest has centered around the anodic nature oxide
of GaAs due to the fact that this is a room temperature process, and
surface state densities can be drastically reduced after an appropriate
low temperature annealing.. Anodic oxidation of GaAs was first reported
by Revesz and Zai .ninger 134) in 1963 but resulted in a seversI7 pitted
surface. Growth of uniform films with low conductivity was first repo:rad
in.1973 430
.
1 using a constant voltage anodization in as, aq ,;eoi;s scluticn
of R202 . Recently, Hasegawa,.et ale [313 reported s naw method --ifgrJwing
anodic native oxides of GaAs with good dielectric and interface properties.
i
A breakdown field strength of 5xlO6 V/cm and a relati -ve dielecrzic:.;orzstant,
meaeiurad at 1 MHa, of 7-8 were veporteA Fairly large hys-erpsis was
shown for the as-grown oxide, which g4ye an effective flat-band voltage
shift (AVM ). of about 15V. More important is. the fact that .shot time.,
low temperature (300°C) annealing in hydrogen results in greatly improved
ffi
5
10/
interface properties with a density of fast interfa ce states near midgsp
f, of 2xlO11/am2eVs }.
Plasma oxidation of GaAs was recently reported by Chang and Sirha [81,
The-current-voltage characteristic at room temperature showed that the
d-c conduction was mainly a bulk-limited.Frenkel-Poole 1351 mechanism.
The absence of a well-defined inversion region in the as-grown oxide
was attributed to either high surface state densities or high leakage .+
current through the oxide. 	 Instabilities predominantly due to slow
i trapping were also reported,
^ More recently, Bagratishvili, et al. 1281 reported their results ofY	 p
the Ge3N-GaAs interface properties,
	
A dielectric constant of 6.5,
breakdown field strength of 3x14-Gxl06V/cm, and an optical gap of 4,4
a
eV were reported.	 It is important to note that the interface properties
of the structure were observed to become poorer upon raising the annealing
2
temperature.	 Hysteresis was also attributed Co trapping effects,
,:
In summary, the general features associated with the C--V character-
(I) room temperature hysteresis causedistics of GaAs-MIS structures ar 	
i
by trapping effect (except S10 2 ) 1, (2) high surface state densities . (1011-
10 3/cm2eV), (3) difficulty in'obtaining an inversion layer without a
;
-OUitable heat treatment, and (4) large frequency dispersion in the a
accumulation region, 	 The author beli.eges that at the present stage,
except for the Ti02 films studied here, only the native oxide and
germanium.nitride deserve further investigation to achieve the level of
practical Application.
La
it
2. THEORETICAL BACKGROUND
Certain fundamental theories which are crucial in i ndeistanding the
present study will. be discussed in this chapter. D-C ccnducLicn is
generally employed to check the quality of the insulators as well as to
identify the pertinent conduction processes. The capactiance--voltage
characteristic of an MIS capacitor is believed to be a versatile technique
in studying the properties of insulator- semiconductor interfaces. The
study of localized states in the forbidden gap of a non-crystalline solid
Is also very interesting. Optical absorption is one of the techniques
used in this study. The relation between these two will be discussed.
12
thermal equilibrium is negligible in most practical cases. Conduction
rs{i take place only after carriers have been introduced into the conduction
band-of the insulator by various i ►echanisms.. Some of these mechanisms are:
injection of electrons from a contact over a barrier, tunneling t1Jr0ugh
a barrier from a contact, and electron emission frGm traps, The tunneling
process is inherent to very thin films, and accordingly will not be
considered here. Injection of electrons from a contact over a barrier is
called Schottky emission [40], whereas electron emission from the traps
is called Poole-Frenkel emission 1351. The former is air,eZec^, rde-
limited process, while the latter is a bulk-limited one. Most of the
Insulators investigated for application in MIS devices exhibit d-c
conduction either due to Schottky emission 141] or due to Poole-Prenkel
emission [39,42,43]. Only these two processes will be considered in de-
tail iv this section.
The equation, called the Richardson thermionic emission equation,
describing the emission of electrons from a metal surface into the vacuum
is
J ! 4irmak2T2 a
^.. xp
AT2 exp (- k)	 (2,1)
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be induced on the metal surface as an electron is placed at a distance x
from the :metal surface. The attractive force between the elec z—on and
the induced positive charge is called the image force The potential
energy of the electron due to this image force is given by
e2
dim 1GaeoK*x	 {2e2}
The dielectric constant K* is the high-Frequency constant, since in the
course of emission from the electrode the transit aims of as caping elan-
Irons is short compared tc the dielectric relaxation time [2)a The
potential barrier with the attendant image potential §s a function of x,
and in the presence of an electron, is givey by
_	 e2,W	 o + ^im. ^q	 e­ 	 (2.3){ ti } .
In the presence of a unifoacm electrip field,-:E., the exprassion is then
given by
lw^
e
W
	 0 16iTe ^Kex " e E x	 {Z )0
31 4
where
S
	
47rKas0
Substituting ^Q - 60a for 0 in Equation (2 0 1), one obtains
2	 ^o	 ^s E^^2
	
J - AT exp (- p exp ( kT )	 (2e6)
which is called the Schottky emission equation Thus, the attenuation
of a metal-insulator barrier arisftg from the elect:^Ae image fo g Ye
interaction with the field at the metal -insulator interface is called the
Schottky eff^cte Figure 2,1 shows the schematic illustration of the
Schottky effect.
A process called Poole-Frankel emission, which is a bulk analogue tc
the Schdt* emission at the interfacial barrier, will ba discussed in
the remainder of this section. The Poole-Frenkel effect ; c° z eld
assisted thermal ionization, is the lowering of a Coulombic potential
barrier when it interacts with an electric field.as shown in.Figure 2.2.
Consider the case of a donor site in which an electron is trappedr The
otiintial :energy.y of the electron is -t 2-P4nIC*r x; wheze K* is the opt-:;al
dielectric constant, and x is the distance from the positive iian, in the
.f
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Figure 2.1. Schematic illustration of Schottky effect
Bottom of conduction band
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^. Figure 22. Schematic representation of Poole-Prenkel emission
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AOPF m far K }
EpF E1/2	 (2.8)
.	
3
whence 0PF a (-	 ) 1/2a	 This result was first applied by Frankel [35]
itso
to the host at*MS.in bulk semiconductors and insulators.. Be proposed
that the ion#zation energy of the atoms in a solid is lowered an amount
given by Equation (2.8) in the presence of the electric fi e ld,	 The fact
that the illumination of a semieondactor can result in an increase in con-
ductivity independent of E supports . the contention that the increase in..
electrical conductivity in an intensive field is due to the increase of
the number of free electrons rather than that of the mobility. 	 Therrfore,
discussion will. be centered around the dependent of the free carrier con-
contention on the electric fields 	 The electron concentration of an intrin-
sic material is
a d 
(N Nv)l/2 exp[-(EC7EV)/2kT]	 (2.9)I^
where N^ is the effective density of states in theconduction band,NV
is the effective density ► of states in the valance band y and EO and
E
have thee; usual mehnings._ 	 For an n-type material with no acceptor sites
t441
n ' (NC	/2)1J2 e^ t- (E	 1r )/2kT]	 (2,10)^ND	-C	 d
where ND is the density of donor sites and Ea is their energy level. 	 A
similar expression applies to p^-type materials with no donor sites.
Equationne (2.9) and (2.10) are of the form :`
n ' no exp {-^^2kT)
3
where	 is the energy difference between the emission site and the bottom.
Of the conduction band. - After substituting the Poole-Frankel effect of
barrier lowering a@, described by Equation (2.8) into Equation (2.11), one
;a..
'obtains.	 .
-
n a exp (OPF E '/2 /2kT)	 (2.12)
Thus the conductivity is field- dependent and of the. fo,x^
r,
% exp (a
	
E
	
(2013)PF
where .co is the low-field conductivity.
	 Equation (2.13) may be written
In,. the form
t
,7	 Jo exp t^pp E1^2/2kT)	 (2,14}
where J^
	
a.E ' is the low-field current densitya r
When trap and acceptor sues are present, the situation; .may bit
different.	 Since these levels are lower in energy than the blttom:of
` the conduction band, they, tend to fill first.:
	
When the number of the
electrons, In the conduction band Is small compared to either donor or
accepter daasf.ty, ice., n « N,n 	 then the concentration of
electron -is given by 1441
n lit [NC 04D-NA) /2ND	 exP [--(E	 ED) /kT]V
% ezp (
	
/k) 	 15
A
'ILIII,,(11113mr6ra
	 whether a conduction proces . a is Schottky emission (electrode-
-t6d) or Pool*-Pkenkel emission (bulk-limited) can be determined by
meaeuritig the slope of log(T) vs. 2	 plot.
2.2	 Cilpacitance-Voltage Characteristics
of
-
'MIS Capacitors
The experimetttal technique utilizing an, HIS capacitor to investigate
the Owper
.
tiee of the insulator-somicoftductor interface involves measuring
aitber. the . resistive. comPment	 or reactive component (C-V) of the
MIS inpaftpeai ...Among.. the various applicatlons.of.:the C-V characteristic
the . measuriftent of the. fast surfade state density is , one of the most
thworesent state of the 	 ga about, the surface-atate measurement will.knowled
ag`
Y
•
be briefly reviewed... In general, the most commonly used -techniques 1461
a	 _
e
are the high frequency C-V described by Terman [32,47,48), tha low fre-
quency ,
 or quasi;-static.technique. suggested. by. Berglund. [449] and Kuhn. 1501.,
and a-- e conductance techin que . by Nicollian and Goetzberger [51].	 The
relative : advantages and disadvantages of these techniques have 'been com {
pared in detail by Declerck, et al. [52]. 	 The conductance-voltage (G-V)
technique by Nicollian-Goetzberger is believed to be ens most complete •••.'.
and accurate one at the present time.	 A surface state densi$p . as low as
d
109 cm72 eV'	 has been measured by virtue of this technique [52].	 In
addition, not only the surface state density, but also the electron (or
hole) capture cross-section cez be obtained by directly fitting the
`f,
experimental curve to the theoretical one. 	 However, a lar ge number of
4
3
mesiturements are required to achieve such detailed resul:te, ani only that
portion of the energy gap, between mid-gap and t.e^'? teemi-level carp be
examined with this technique [50). 	 The original lore frequency C--V k 1
technique of Berglund has the advantage of covering a wider range in the
gap.	 However, researchers have reported that sometimes this is also
hard to achieve due to the limitation of the experimental technique
The low frequency C^-V curve is easy to obtain by using the quash-static
technique of Kuhn. 	 A sensitivity of the order of 101 	 CM72 eV--I fo r
_si-static ..low frequency technique has been reported [52]^ 	 Thethis qua.
;
high frequency capacitance technique developed by Terman yields surface : 3
state; densities.	 the
-
comparison. of a. high frequency C .	 curve wi th an
ideal. one.	 The limitations of this technique have also been studied [53].
and the most serious limitation is that a graphical dffereat3ation . . of .
the analyzed data is required.	 Therefore, measurement of. surface state
-	
-
den'sittee . as . low as 1010 cap x eV 	 with this technique geAerally cannot
• _v
	 [',E
j
_. „ ..	 ^	 c,	
. •. ..._	 62^o er_sYL,tia? ^ 4Jr	 ..dl
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be achieved 152 1. 	 In spite of the disadvantage for the itigh fzequenry
ON technique described here, it will be employed in this study d--;e	 -	 t 
simplicity and its convenience in analyzing the instabilities associatad
w
with the MIS capacitor.	 Moreover, the surface state densi ty associated
with the TO2 •-GaAs interface is e9pected to be mucli higher- than the
f
limiting sensitivity of this technique.
The detailed treatm¢ °.:x of the C-V characteriatic can be fccard else-
wherere [2,11jo	 Only the materials that deals with the fa req?_eS .cy depen aerice
of the C-fit al=ve and the density- bf-surface state ea_Qtu atidns will Tae
presented here.
Consider an MIS capacitor as shown .in Figure Zo3E	 In analyzing a
capacitor it is convenient to start from the consideration of cha^f
storage.	 For convenience, all the various kinds of change considered
#	 here are . referred to charge per unit area. 	 When a valr ge VG is applied
to the MIS capacitor, the charge at the metal, plate ^^ is balanced by
the charge In the semiconductor, QT, either in surface sates, QSS s of
in the.somicanductor space charge region, 4sc'
n	
TO	 film	 VG 	 metal field. plate2
n-GaAs
ohmic ccntatt
-i
I	 Figure 2.3.	 Schematic rep.tesentation of the meta:-Ti.G^-GaAs MIS 4
ca editor
	
..
:^	 A
4f t
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Thus,
QM r QT - QSS -- QSC	 (2.19)
In the absence of a .work-function difference between the metal and semi-
cgnductor, the applied gate voltage will appear partly across the oxide
and partly across the semiconductor. Thus,
VC
 V  + Vg 	 (2„2C)
where 
o 
and VS denote the potential variation across the oxide and semi
conduator, respsactively. The total capacitance of the HIS capacitor is
given by
a
C
-	 ^•
c
Substituting .Equatione (2.19). and (2.20) into (2.621), one obtains
C C +	 (2.2)
o $
L
	
dQT
e ri> Co
	
3s the insu .ator Gapacitanca ,end CS - ---- is the semi,V.
	
dVS`
coadaator capacitance *
 It the relation QT Q S + QSC is employed, CS
an 
then 
/ written as	 3
-a
8	 68	 SC
wha;a G	 - dQSS is the surface state capacitance and C	
d	
faSC88	 SC	 dVS
tha semiconductor space-charge capacitance. According to Equations (2,22) 	 a
r	 and (2.23) .0 the total capacitance of the MIS capacitor is given by
.y
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C Co CSS+CSC
Equation (2.24) indicates that an MIS capacitor can be considered es an
insulator capacitor in series with a parallel combinatien of twc aapaci-
tort, associated with charge storage in the space-charge iegicn and in
surface states, respectively. As a matter of face, this representation is
valid only =when the various loss mechanisms are neglected, A faizly ccm-
plate equiva?exit circuit of the MIS capacitor in--luding: all the Icon
mechanisms i's shown in Figure 204 if the capacito: is biased in th e depletion
ok inversion region [541. The current:: flow in the MIS .stz-cmre can be
understood in terms of three parallel current paths: (1) a path though
the depl e—tion Dyer space-charge capacitance; (2) a path through RnW
AS, and CSS , representing the resistance associated with the electrsn
flow across the depletion region, the loss mechanism due a- the trappirig
of . electrons b7 surface states, and the capacitance due tc chMnges in the
surface state charges as a result of electron trapping, respe--ivelg;
(3) a path thropgh RPh'' RPD' RpS' and CSS , representing the_ resistance
due to the dfffusion .of holes . in the neutral region, .%:he iesiaA anc- due
to the diffusion of holes across the depletion region, the Icss mechanism
due to the trapping of holes by surface states,. and the capacitance
associated with changes . in the surface stu`te charges as a reauit of hole
trapping, respectively. The capacitance CI represents the minori ty carxier
storage in the inversion layer at the insulator -semicond.uctc.^ in.tar£awen
C. is the oxiie capacitance, snd Ro is. the bulk resistance, This equYL^-
lent circuit has been further simplified and modified by Saks [45) -As
shown in Figure 2.5.  . Note that R. is included to actuisn't Afuz the
generation-recombination mechanisms
1
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When a voltage is applied to an.M1S capacitor, there are basi-^al_ly
hear types of bias conditions, which are accumulation, depletion: and
eversion. Each of these is associated . with a specific range of semi
inductor surface potential 121. If it is assmad that all the charge in
the oadde is near the semiconductor-insulat; ,or . inrerfaca, the electric field
.thin the oxide is uniform. Then from Gauss' law it can be shown that
dQM d (Cov.
C m
	 = 1	 . 0
ay. v
	
G (l - anS)	 (2925
C
If the voltage equivalents of,
 the charge in snrfa a state, VSS , and
the charge in the space charge layer, VSC ,, are defined as VSS 6 QSS
%C	 a
and VgC = C
	
Equation (2.20) can _be.written as
a
3
VG . v + VSO + VS	 (2.26)	 i

,,	 ._.	
..	
_^--- ]
2.6
r,	 arising from maJority.carriers is.given by 1543
y	 l	
N^ 
q 
e eQ
	
1/2
c 	 • --	 (2.30)
SC	 2	 (kT/q) Rn (ND/ni)
t
where ND is the doping level.. This CS in series with CG accounts for
the flat portion of the C-V curve, labeled C,,, where
i
cc
CSC Co
4
C,	 °s) I
co + CSC
i
As far as the flat band voltage and surface state density are con- ry
earned, the result of Lehovec 1 `54} will be used,	 The resulting expression
Fbr tha flat--band capacitance, C,& , of the observed C-V curve is given by
1	
`.
ry	 //sf p	 ryC,. r CEB "	 CO.
-
i
o   (2 .32)  Co -
	
C4 + 2Cmn
	 n3 --
^The- intaxsect of the flat band capacitance with the observed C-V curve
provides the flat-band voltage. 	 The density of surface states, D, at
the flat-viand voltage is
a
'A
(Co.^ C)C	 Co
Cho _
	 }4
8V qi
Thy v'aluos of C and aC/SV . are to be taken from the. experimental: C-V
cum at the flat-band voltage.
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2.3	 Band Model and Optical Absorption :of 1naTphr ua 5j'lids
f . The band model.is-fundamentally.important in unde-o^:anding the e_ec_
'-trical and optical properties of materials.	 It is manly s i nse about 1960
that the- the ry of el atrons in non-crystalline matar n a his become an
important part of solid state . phVairs [55).	 It is wsli-krvrwn that is I
crystallite materials both a conduction band and. a	 any	 band are wen
defined and sharply.. separated ;by a forbidden gap, whi ch 	 linked with the
behavior of elertrols in the periodic crystal pate^^:^^ _:_ ^	 ;^"ne sit';;at Jr.
for amorphous materials .is completely different due V ,.ire lack of long 3	 =^
^xw
rang. order.: TherrEtore, the potential in which the ...!eat.Wc^s mane is na
., longer par3odia.	 Nevertheleass it is generally accepted tat there exista
a band gap in the density of states of the amorphous material-_ as mani•-
fasted by the transparency of the glasses known to ererp=ie. 	 Some r-f the
k questions coaaerning the effects of disorder on the elect cni, states or a
an amorphous material are still open to debates and co t;:o-.s;:sies still
remain. ►s: whether or not there exiat localized states in ',:he gap 	 12
C
It is the purpose of this section to introduce a somewh^:t generally
accepted band model, called the Mott-CFO model [ 56, 11 ; arid then disciiss
the optical absorption,
The Matt-CFO band model., proposed by-Mott in 1967 anal lichen, F_itz^che,
s
and Gvahjnsky in 1969, is shown.in Figure-2.7. 	 The shaded area represents
the localized states.	 The optical gal4is.defined by 
E pt	 E	 - B ,
c	 v
where. 2. and Ev are obtained experimentally by extrapolating the densities
corresponding to the extended states. 	 The Important festute o= this model
, 's contained in the two evergles, E.- and g,-which se.p zate the to alinedV.
tall, states from the band (or extended) states.	 This azirses f.: & the fact
i
t
?	 T -	 ^ ^5- 1{
If
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Figure h, 7:	 Density of states of the amorphouz., solid in 1 _ Mott-CFO
models
that the large difference in the conduati-.ties of amcrphz n;s and
line samiconductors cannot be explained by the scatta7-11.ng of a quasi-free
carrier on the disordered lattice.	 Therefore, it is tneceasazy t	 w..n	 ode	 j
that the disordex changes the character of the wage f sac isias, the stac^Tz
become. localized and the conduction mechanism. changes, 	 Alt Qt.Fgh the
density of stares is assumed to decay, exphnentiaily int:;.the iribidden
gap s the states in the exponential tail. age. localized and hens :e snake	 4ai
little contribution to _electron transport processes,	 `	 feaLUXe is
manisfes.t:ed in Figure 2.8 as prop osed.by Cohen, et al..	 [57],..	 .
Amorphous SCej.eonduc-tors of insulators are transpare ,:T Sri the iT--
fray#-d :region, 	 The onset . of optical; Interband txan.^iti ^^rs dei nes
energy, gag between the .iralence band and conduction baad	 Figs v--"e 2,9	
s
r	 ^1}
)
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shorts the optical absorption of a - As S:. given by Tauc and Menth [58].2 3.
it	 In **w of the high optical absorption cbeffiriejt,, part A is apparently
dui.to;tra^nsitions associated with ;the 'states close to the mobility edg s..
A cpeman,-but not universals behavior .of- the. absorption coefficient in
this "orgy range is.
a + constant ('AW - E O }2AM	 (2.34)
afhere a is the absorption coefficient afid #ua is the photon energy.	 The
8^►p r eo . can be defined by using' this e4uation.	 Derivations leading to
this result will be shown below.. Certain concepts paralleling those Of
A
1
crystalline solids are borrowed except that the momentum -censervatiori
selection rule is relaxed due to the feet that the momentum is no:longer
a meaningful quantum number for-amorphous semiconductors.
The relation between the adsorption coefficient a and the transition
probability P is governied by
tWP
a +^	 (2035)
where	 lip the Poynting vector of the incident radiation. 	 The transi-
tion probability P is given by
a
1.	 m	 oe.	 tf	 t	 t	 t.	 1.P	 itw o
	 o	
g (s) Bv{^^) a: (sc + Ev -	 M) aEC a '	 (ze36}
3
vm+dsr the assumption that the matrix element H associated with the
p
transitional is independent of the photon energy [3]. 	 Hera_
C'	 E - Ec
B	 (2437.)y.
— ---- --'
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Nate, that the incorporation of the.$ -function guarantees energy ccnse^rva-
Lion.	 After integrating. the d-fuuctiou, we get
^.
P cc	 P^e') g (e	 - e l ) de'tw	 gv (v	 c m	 v	 v (2.38)6
If the sharp terminat ion of . the density of states is true, i'e^,
g (Em - Ev)	 o ' if ^ Em < `sv , then
y
P cc f Em	 (EV) $C (Em	 E') del . (2 P	 }
if we assume, Sir a (Ev
	
E)	 Sl	 and ge :a (E - EO}P	el and :integrate
by changing variables, we obtain
e S+F+I
P	 m	 [,fl(1-y)p y	 dy]
-
(2.40)
-h 0
,.` The, quantity is the bracket is known to be, r (S . + 1) r(P + .1)./ r (s + P + i)
whare..r(3) is the gamma function.	 Combining Equations (2- . 35), (2.37),
And (2..40)., we finally obtain
S+P+l
0
a M41)
Equation (2. .34) is readily obtained if we assume S n P Z	 ioe,., both
the extended bands have parabolic densities of states..
Finally the absorption cbef-ficienta aabbeiated with band-to-bard.
' transitions for crystalline or, polycrystalline materials are simply
listed as ;follows, and aria. discussed. la data l elsewhere
-u	 x
i ' 	 -	 .4.6	 S° 	 rr..::aaw_. 	 ..: aaLSc:.;, 1'at ;^ ^llifiiru	x1	 a.,a.w.sL_..[t t'Yai>fy(_:LJ

x, mcpERnMNTAL TECHNIQUES
1*.;I^,,r-hapter, the .procedure for fabrication of the davi ,--Zs .issd
in this study is described. X-,ray-r  diffraction to'datia:'.-Mine the ii.I'M
structure, 61lipsometry. to measure l film-thickhess and
and optical absorption are . then discussed.. A substanuial efto^t in thi s
research 
is 
applied to the study of : the current-voltage, (I-V) sud
t4*c*-Voltag& (C-V) characteristics, from which the p.---cpsrtisa of t 
insulator and those of the insulator-semiconductor L. I ar-:Ea^-as
3.1 Chemical Vapor Deposition of Titanium Diraxids Films
Chemical vapor deposition (CVD) is one of the zl. s- wi!daly wed ta£^h-
niques-for the preparation of thin films for solid state davicss, as well
as films for"Ci ptical and protective coatings. Chemival
	 dc-poaitic;n
offers seVeral advantages in the film growth. Theae 	 -VazsatiLity in
choice of.the substrate uniformity and reproduci1bi 7 it !A -che filins
the achievement of homogeneous composition, easy cont-Q-1	 ths thisk-
neas. and growth rate, and ease oin varying the substrate te rrPa-r-atize tc,
meet . ape, pial 'purposes 15914 A detailed description of the C-V1 pra^F- ls 3
for the preparation of TO was given by- 4a#ison : ap! Taylcr [1.3]t Bz-,h..2
the hydrolysis 	w ea  and 'rOlysls- of organgmqtallic compomds we men: -`z
Water vapor . used in hydrolysis is geuerated by tile rEaatiian H + GO-2
-CO at the substrate if the temperature of the gsGss 'is g=eatez
t^ anlao:C. It is reAdily : apparent that this kind Of high tQzFFerazuTe
process is particularly undesirable if the substrata is a 111-V ---MP.GL'nd,
3	 ^	 .Cqnsequently' the low temperature pyrolysis pror-ass -:4 aced in r hizi a i,-aiy
IL
es.ldw.ltuat"4vQrllb :.^.	
7=.
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Tetraisopropyl titanate (TPT), Ti (0C.? 7)41 obtained ixom the Vent-on
Corporation was used in this study due to its high vap-__r T:? yss=e at roam
temperature. The suggested reaction is as fo l ows:
Ti(OC 3H7 ) 4 _.&. Ti02 + volatile axna,%as"n
Figure 3.1 Ulustrates the deposition apparatus. The ^ixi.z g cha^ribex
serves as a buffer and . helps, the TP!T.and main flaw mix. hom-agenecu-s1-y be-
for* entering the reaction chamber. The reaction
induction-heated, which allows the furnance . tempera's=-I= • to --ange from
zoom temperature to 1200%. The exhaust is connected r	 cil bath tc
.prevent oxygen contamination of the reaction ehambsx Ds sites sn cperasing
this apparatus are presented in the next section.
3.2 Device.FabrIcation
For the purpose of this study., both the metal- ins ulato,L -semicondcctQr
(MIS) and metal-insulator-metal (MIM) structures were fab°ri-aced, The
fabrication of the MIS devices. included the following stops
i) Preparation of the substrates.
ii) Deposition of TiO2 thin films.
iii) Annealing of the films, if required.
iv) Metallization.
The procedure for fabricatin& MIM devices is the same as fer MIS
devices except before step ii) a thin metal layer is. evitporatea on. an
insulating substrate (fused quartz is used here) Ea;;h step listed above
will now-be considered in mora detail.
Gt-^
S
4
RF induction heating coil
Figure Tit Schematic repesentation J.t the CVD spj-zatos
W
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3) Plea of the substrates
The.- wafers used in this , study are a-type, epitaxial-grro±i r, tellurium
(ta):-doped :gallixm arsenide provided by Laser D ct,3e Laboe ;: z-isa, In :a
rag ep -layer is (100) oar-Tented, and has a carrier con: entzation of ^ r 2 X
:
1.0 -
	
cin 3e	 Th	 thickness of the . layer and substrate are -70 mic^cns and
10;0 m crcr s.p .respect#yely. 	 The u+ substrate has a doping lauei as high
ae l01` 	 nm 3e	 After being cut into pieces of : appx xi=--tely 0 S " x 0.8--a
areaq the wafers were cleaned in triehlorethylene (TCE, to, yam ve ws:%r
,.
than acatpne: to _e .iminate organic contamination; and. i^ na y a me :hanol ..
bath ;1601.
	 Note: that all the organic solvents were heated tc 80% befors
cleEaninge : It is generally believed that the GaAs su fa,z^e is co arad by
°. a thin layer of native _ oxide.	 Therefore, following the organic sa vent
a easing, the svbstraCea ware etched in dilute -i^ pl3 t	 s c^sa the
.-
.
native oxide [6l].
	
Just prior to the oxide depoeL tion, the wafers Caere
j
removed from the lmet	 - ol tath and dried in a nitlo sa 'et.	 care was E
taksn to prevent the wafere . from further contamination by d. ist .r'wate z
^u
Ii) Deposition of TO	 thin films	 _ I
^ The schematic. representation of the CVD s aaera ^S anor, n in F7: ur e 3 a i
Tic TPT source solvent was heated by a heating tape and controlled by a i.
' therma-1 controller.	 The -temperature of the; heating tape Baas kept at s
s. 100 i 3°C for the purpose. of attaining a. desirable vapo	 p-ressure of
` thi 1'PT sourcep	 a resetion chamber; Vitas heated: by ' a A4
- 0► 	 the temperature was monitored bat another thermal csn- c.11er 	 The a
iuloe temperature .ranged: from:`2OOC to '00°Gz` aro 'this 	 was
daeireit in studyink tha^ cprrelat on .botwaen' the film: stzuc^ure and the
..	 ... -.
clap^oeitIs^n " temperature;	 Thenrasnce `rtes flushed w3.tn :xit_ :gsri and `the
. 
-=	
_
_ . v 777-77777T-777, . y	 r	 _,r,	 _
.77 Jm2^i -	 .^, 	11.111-^ fi..4. .1. ,.+—^h "wi wn 	-r..^	 A^^..L1A?^y^ .^^J' OkukT. -^a13^ ^. a _sM^:^^[ ^	 .5.	 .. ,t,
A variety of heat , traat to wart; carried out on Zia ilTGs. vo	 dy
the of sets of awatliag an `tie propartfe of the firiais and ^nasa 0-1'^^e
T102-6ills.intarfanea Annealing im 400%, 500'Gg and 800'e vri:kl different
a
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glald plate (or gate electrode) -evaporation is sixilEz' rz 'Che arimi ,_ ^oh-
taut evaporation, except that. "*L= watt generally _:sad an, the mat,1
n ok Mat an army of circular dots - 16 milo in diameter „ Vie rh i Anass cf
fi 640tal films is not critical, but	 _.O	 foz
the ck contact and at least.0,3 microns for the fielu Yl^cs we;e
a=d11 used. The MIS device., -fabricated by	 the steps desezibed
$9 Tchemi►ti.cally shown In Figure 3.2
Act,
I.
a
./Az fie._, P-;a,t._
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3,3 X-ray  Diffraction
It is widely accepted that the structure of the thin firms will
affect their electrical properties. Tremendous diffexancas in the conduc-
tion process and the band structure between crysteal_rLezd amofphcaus
materials have been observed 113,64 1. Therefore, the st:tust;zre of the
as-Ixm Tio2 films is of fundamental importances ir.	 work, The X-
ray diffraction instrument used for this structu'-'al atF,&y is aomposed Of
•	 a Philips high angle spectrometer goniomater vitb t r-w 42202, Philips
water cooled diffraction emit, and a Philips el.ectr nni7 circuit panel as
ahmm in Figure 3.3 The spectrometer goniometer is a device to measure
the. angle 28 as required by the Bragg formula. The	 ble range of the
goniopeter is from r-38° to 1600 (20), which is large ea:;;agn for the
purpose of this study. The X-ray is generated by :^aing uu—Ka as the
target and Ni as the filter. In order to prevent pry puce generated
by the substrate, the TO  film were deposited on m,4phnus fused quartz.
films deposited at different temperatures were inves igated, The results
of the X-ray diffraction will be given . in Chapter 4.
DIFFRACTION
	 SPECTROMETER	 ELECTRONIC
t1gTT
	
GONIOMETER
(x-gllY GMM	 (20 M$URMUNT	 RECORDER
^i
	
	
ATOR)
	
AIM SPECIMANSUPa ORTU)
e!
npre. 3.3. Block diagraw of the X-ray diffractometex
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3.4
	
.	 Optical Measurements
In the study of thin fil*s +[ect substrates, three different optical
votheds of investigation are gv+iilsbla 165]. These awe:	 photometric
"ssuremeat of incident .,, and reflected or tranatnittea rays to determine
the optical constants and absorption peaks to 'obtain information concerning
cea paition and structure of the materials; (2) x-Aarizati,on measurement
of the reflected light to determine the .optical :en tants of the roflecting
..surfaces and to measure the thickhsss of the films era substrates*
{3} interference measurement to 'dntersibe the ztlm thickness and/or surface
rtruaturo. The first will be covered in Section 3. 4.2. and. the second in
Section 3.4o1a
	
^	 _ 3,^a1,^ 1 ^.	 aometr
Et].ipsometrya which may be characterized as ;reflection polairimistry
40 901srimetric spectroscopy, is the measurement cf the Effect of reflection
on the state of polarization of light 1661. Such measurement is inter-
	
4	 pr ied to yislcl the optical constants of the reflecting material ors.when
	
•	 f^* reflecting material is a film-covered substrate, the thickness and
optical constants of the films. Detailed discussions of the theories in-
valved are a4ailable elsewhere 165-67 1 . The funaamer►tal principles which
facilitate an understanding of the measurement wi.1-1 he discussed here.
	
F	 4
It lie. well known that a wave of elliptical pclar3zation can be
doconposed as the sum of a p wave, which is in the pane of iqcidoncaq
end a s wave, which is normal to the plane oi ins :a .:s in general,
rsifloetion causes a .hangs in the relative phases c the p and s Naves
and a change in the ratio of their wVlatude. Mare specifically, the
	
r	 state of polarization of the wave will change undeM reflection. The
	
F~	 affect of reflection cis characterised by the ar-g a A, which is associated
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W.4w P	 4 0 	 the onle T., the aratangent of the factor.W
W*Lo, tbe . "litud* ratio changes.	 Ellipsomet-y is the *Asur	 At of
,bpd l- which conta*n the tharack6ri lstics of the refl*ctipg surfacs.7
4444	 are determined, -the 40tict-1 eonattrits and the thicimess of
17 t
46 9*	 can be subsequently datw
21-
I ollipsometer used	 tt this',,1 stuAy Is the Geextner allipsometor
model 1-41.9.	 A schematic representation of the ell1psomster'le. shown In
4.;	 The light source used. dz .*his- study is a Ha-Ne laser with
a.1MV0.1ongth of 6328 A.	 The Incident 6am is Fsarsmitted in sequence
by the polarixer (either a Nicol or a Glen-Thompson prism) and the
6ovipensator (a mica quarter wave.plate). The azimuthal orientations of
tb6o' : devlces determine the relative amplitudes and phase differestce
bat 01M the p and a components of the incident beam, The orientations
aro , adjusted so that the dif f arence In phase gust -_,-zmpenbikt*S  hat which
W:
ftsultO from reflection; thus A is measured, The pl4ne-polarised
reflected beam is then transmitted by the analyzer 1 6-c. a telescope and
detoctor. The analyzer in then oriented to e2vaiagTaish the reflected
beau.. 71#a extinction setting measures T.
A Tortran IV program adpated from McCrackin's -, q-,Tk 168] is used in
Als study to perform the complicated calculations squired to analyze
ths.visasurement,. The-results of this measurement z-e-;hnique will be
given In Chapter 4.
3.4.2 , 0jLtical Absorption M*MurgMts
Optical absorption is considered to be a ,7ersatile tachnique.in
80144' ststo 'materials researeb. Not only the optizal conatanteg- suchas
-'A
t e r^ Z" a x
kne-ve Lase-Zj
77
Figure 3.4. Schematic representation of the Gaertner Ellipsometer
Model L119
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the 41-Uoctric constant, refractive index, and absorption coofficiont,
but alpe ths.band structure of the materials can be studied. By appro-
priately -plotting absorption coefficient (a) vers°Is p .;:tan energy ft)s
oni can determine lAether the material has a direct -band gap or an in-
direct-band gap 113. Moreover, optical able pti= is applied to study
the l*calized states in the gap of amorphous solids r55,58,64,69]e
FISWa . 3,5 shows the optical region of the e^a.trsmagnetic -ipe+^tram and
the corresponding transitions 170). it is appa ent that the electronic
transitions of interest cover the range of the visible and near ultra-
violet (VV) regions,. 'the instrument used ire this study is the Cary 14
spectrop4otometera The spectrum is platted on -cYze :recording charts
supplied by Graphi;. Controls Corporation. The 	 charts have
aboorbence At the ordinate and the wavelength as the abacisaao The
absorboace (A) is defined as 109(1 /1), where Ie an4i I are the Intensity
Hof : the incident and transmitted waves, r*ecti a =y
.^-..._ Electronic-	 ^►ibratioaal ^ ^._^L_-Rotational
'Tzaasitions
	
Transitions	 Transitions.
VA cum	
0
	
Near IR	 Middle IR	 Far IR
VV
0.1	 0.2 	 1	 1	 ^0	 20
wavelength (micron)
i_.'
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2h* Tio2 films to be studied are deposited on s1 -si fused quarts,
purchased from ESCO Optics Products. The S1--UV f;ased quattz .shows. oz-
callent transmission in the visible and W region. Tm order to get an
absorption spsctr= fe y the Tio2 , three -.=a are _tq-::irad for each sample.
Tha , first run gives the air versus air spectzune 	 the base line.
Sacondly, the spectrum associated with the fused qua- .z substrates versus
air to obtained. The last run supplies the Tso2 :oa ad fused quartz
versus air data. The absorption spectrum of Tie tse.Lf is than obtained
after some.manipulationa.
3.5 Device Tests
Following metallization., the MIS (*r 1+ i-m_j	 &-re subjected to
various tester for the purpose of investigating; the p ropertiee of . the in
aulator and of the semiconductor-inaulato:c 	 Current-voltage_(I-V)
massuramsnts ars utilized to meat the first p Tx.poae, The capacitance-
voltage (C-V) measurement is by far the mast fraquettly employed technique
In detormrining the interface properties due t zhe simplicity of fabric
eating test devices, the ease of, making (automatics) zmasurementa, and the
large amunt of infeimation that can be obtained as described in Chapter
2. Tha , daterminations of the conductivity type, izpu =ty concentrations
z
minority carrier lifetime, interface state derEiity. and the properties
of the insulator itself ate among its most general applications. The
osforiviontal prat :edures and set-up to do these stud=es will be discussed
In this sections
3.3.1 C-V Measurements
Figure 3.6 shows the klop diagram. of the C-`v system used in this
studY. The system basically consists of a HP7035B Xr4 Rtcardar and. a
c	 {7('	 I{t
.^ u.. o.	 ...-. eu^x^.4.	 -t .n ^^.k ^i6iJ-. _ L^ -. ^1 ^x a .es Y_ ..S.A. .... 	 4_ _	 ^. _ Yom., ., _ 	 ... _ ^-	 ^.fC'. 3 ..v,	 ..^.YY^'^
PLOTTER
C--VX-Y
RECORDER CWCK
V.
riguro 3.6a Block diagram of the C-V system
A
h
Model 410 C-V Plotter purchased from Princeton Applied Research Corporation.
%h0. 0-V plotter primarily includes a variable d-c voltage for bias stressing,
a 1 Ma capacitance mater, and a ramp gensratoxry 	 By operating the Model
410 in conjunction with the X:Y recorder, a real time C-V plot is readily
obtaiaed.	 The C-V plotter has other capabilities as well, including that
f;1
of direct a-c parallel conductance measurc .noats and transient (lifetime)
ge"uregants.	 Figure 3.7 is a simplified block diagram of the Model 410
C-V Plotter.	 The 1 Mliz oscillator provides a Ja mV rms modulation drive
to.the device under test. 	 it also provides a :reference signat.to the
phase sensitive detector (PSD)o 	 The mode switch can control the phase
of the drive so that the demodulation is with zespect to either the.
capacitive current component or the conductance current component, which-
aver mods is selected	 The modulation drive is applied te.the substrate
of the HIS wafex n 	The resultant current signal as the gate 3s applied
.to the,,probe and connected to. the Model.4.10 input.: 	 Following several
gtag+es of amplification, the signal is applied t- the PSD whexa it is
demodulated, prod x-ing a d-c level proportionai , tc the level of the signal
of Interest.	 After certain stages of d-c ampli.4 cation, the signal is
+[
'_ as3^..__.	 _..	 .._..rRb,.sA a ,^.a1._	 3rd9_' ^L^7.	 s}P.eu.	 inn^G3•:Y	 -L x^. ,..._ _psi
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Figure 3.7.	 Block diagram of Model 410 C 	 plct
used to drive the capacitance meter and the s axis output.	 The ramp is
developed by a ramp generator circuit controiled by the Ramp Generator
Controls.	 This provides the X-axis drive to Uie X•-Y recorder and also
the reap that is applied to the device under test..
The capacitance value at a specific d--c bias can be read either
from the panel meter or from a digital voltage meter (DVM) which is
cotmocted to the y axis of the recorder.	 The 0-V plotter can be either
t 	
-
`
in A single trace mode or in a retrace mode.	 ©f course, the instrument
is operated in the retrace mode to facilitate he hysteresis effect
studies.
1	 h-^..M asz^rements..::.
^Y
* purposn af the d-c conduction $r^dy i^	 1) to understand the
ond^t +ate level and ..therefore the die^ect- w ^ . rl^e ties of Ti
	
films,
^tiu 'Ig/•`1imF^1.1-` A	 £	 +3 ^.
	 ^^SSx^^^ ^^'}^.ra....	 r' `^rk'tA •__.s^'e..lS..^£e:vti•	 ^.c^elEn:..^.:.3^}'lf.^ 	 1.., s k	 .sx ..sw.	 ...--..,,..V_^_
A	 . . .: 4
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(2) to calculate the resistivity of the T10 2 films and (3) to ftv
whether the conduction mechanism Is bulk-limited or oUctrode-Atned.
Figure 3.8 shown the block diagram of the evTorlmental set-up. Us
Keithley Model 602 Electrometer In a solid state battery operated instrw
meat Which measures a wide range of d-c valtagOl currents ragistanceo
and charge. The electrometer has twenty-Sight current ranges Irft 10-14
super* to 0.3 ampera full scale. Current conductioU through VIO N334
(or HIS) structures was measured by appXyftg a voltage betwevA tUUck
contact and the field plate and observing the total current . 1 1M WGUO
the Kaithloy 602 Electrometer * The ,applied voltage to Ineymead With
an Incrownt of 0.01V at low voltage* and with an Incrowt of O *V at
higher voltage* so that ohmic conduction In the lower voltage roglon, can
-be detected. The experimental results will be shown In Cbspter 4.
0,11-
VOLTAGE
M	 L  'UM
FC
AB
4.	 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
The material developed in this chapter will first present the results
r
of various studies, followed by an analysis of the experimental data bread
on the theories developed in Chapter 2.
i
' The physical and optical properties of Ti0 ,films are presented first*z
x Than comes the core of this thesis which is the electrical propertl4a of
the HIS (or MIM) structure. 	 Special emphasis is placed on the sod-
conductor-insulator interface propertiea. Which are monitored by capacitan ce-
voltage measurements.
f	 4t,.
4.1	 Physical Properties of TiO2 Thin films
The titanium dioxide thin films prepared in this study exhibit
brilliant color hue because of the high refractive index.	 It is )sown
that much of the early effort to characterise TiO2 was due to its
attractiveness for optical coatings.
	
Presently, these properties are
^:	 r
' being exploited in the fabrication of solar calls 171^.	 The "as
deposited" films show either deep blue at golden yellowo depending on the
t
depositing temperature and period of depositing time.	 The films show rood
uniformity which can be easily controlled by adjusting the flog rate of
TPT source.	 However # it is generally observad that controllability covers
i
``	 !
I
a wider range for lower substrata temperatures then far higher ones.
Ikeellont uniformity extending over the whole area of a 1 " diameter
_ wafer has been achieved	 he	 m depositedsilicon 	 a 	 	 for 	 ,fil t 200'C.a
As described in Chapter 3, an ollipsomster using a hell=-aROa laser
o
with wavelength 6328 A as the li!ht source is employed to dateraiaa the
refractive index and film thickness. 	 The refractive index so determined
ORrw,T.VAL PAGE 16
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ranges from 1.84 to 1.9 for films deposited at 200% and from 1.9 to 3.2
at 4006C. The increase of the refractive index with respect to the ins-
creaso of deposition temp nature is reasonable since the films become
denser at higher temperature, as will be corroborated later. These values
are lower than the value of 2.6 reported for single--crystal rutile 110,
723. However, values from 1.96 to 2.6 have been reported 113,22,133 for
the index of refraction of thin film TO2. Also, the index of refraction
for other oxides in thin film form are reported to be loner than for bulk
oxides [74j. The Ti,u 2 iilms adhere to silicon, gallium arsenide and fused
quartz substrates very satiszactorilti, No peeling or cracking has over
been observed.
X-ray diffraction analysis was employed to analyze the structure bf
the Tio2 films using copper a radiation. Much of the early effort was
made in studies of films deposited on gallium arsenide substrates. Ha-
fortunately, the appearance of the characteristic peaks associated with
the GaAa substrate and sometimes those of the spurious peaks due to the
Cu X0 or Fe a radiations make the interpretation of the data difficult.
This difficulty was later overcome by depositing TO  on fused quartz,
which is. known. to be amorphous. The usaful information shown below was
extracted from this kind of study. figure 4:1 shows the diffraction
pattern of the TiO,, deposited at 400°C. The small peak occurring at
1
2.9=25.4° was identified to be associated with a d-spacing of 3.51 A
after adjusting the scale factor as shown in figure 4.2. This lint was
then characterized, to be due to the titanium dioxide anatase ph"*.
A similar peak was observed for a film deposited at 300°C.1, as shown in
Figure 4.3. The diffraction pattern of a 215'C film, as shun in Figuss
4.4 9 is interesting since no peak was observed at first glahea. Rowaysr,
p
4
angle. (28)
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Fligur• 4.1. Difizacticn pattern of the TiO. thin film deposited at
4000,c
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Figure 4.2. Illustration of the peak at 26-25.0
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hixure 4.3. X-ray diffraction pattern of the TiO1 7 film deposited at
300°C
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an extremely wear peak corresponding to the anatase phase was finally
characterize* by matins of the built-in counter on the diffraatometkr.
Figure 4.5 reveals tue amorph::t* wharactexistic of the film deposited at
200%. The results are su=iariaed in Table 4.1. It is soon that the
Tab!& 4.1. Crystal structure vt the films deposited at various
tempe:racures
'W'P	 i
Structure	 Amorphous	 Amorphous	 Anatase	 Anata.se
+ anatase	 + amorphous
transition from anatase to the asao rpboua phase occurs at 275-300°C. This
kind of phase transition haA been foinrid by otter workers. Fitzgibbons,
at al. 122) pave a somewhat higher transition temperature for their
chemical-vapor-deposited T1,0 0) films. The result shown here agrees
satisfactorily with those reported elsewhere.
A dielectric film is required to be e:tchable in liquid etchants at
room temperature fox electronic applications. Crystalline titanium
dioxide is known to be considerably impervious to chemical attack (22).
The etchability of T10.. was determined for filins 3eposited on GaAs at
various temperatures. As a msttar of fact, nearly half of the effort of
the X-ray diffraction study was exploited to help solve the etchint
z
problem. Titanium dioxide films as deposited.st 400°C Were found to be
Impervious to any kind of acids except UP. However, the etching rate
in 49 portent HF was too low to be practically acceptable, More un-
fortunately, the results indicate: that most of the films etched in 49
percent W leave a residue. These #acts have seriously imperiled the
^rC6Z►^'^ t^
IN -1
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possibility of electronic applicatiaas of TO,, films. In an effort to
solve these problems, studies were beg= at lower disposition tempssatures.
Following a series of experiments, satisfactory results were achieved.
Titanium dioxide films deposited at 200°C can be easily etched in 49
percent KF. These results are in accord with the X—ray diffraction study,
if one notices that amorphous material is always easier to etch than
•	 crystalline material. The results are also consistent with those of
Fitrbiggons 122 3 and Yokozawa [ 75]. The results of etch susceptibility
are sum:dhriied in Table 4.2.
Table 4.2. Etch susceptibility of TO  fiimL
Deposition
meeratureLe
9% "F
Etchant and
1006 Hal
.etch race
1007. "7 504 852 H PO
200°C very rapid slow with very slow very slow
residue
300% slow, residue No slow residue slow,.resfdue
400°C slow residue No No very slow
residue
Finally, the effect of annealing on the physical properties of the
I'
I
d
t
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4.2 Optical Absorptions
The primary purpose of optical absorption is to calculate the optical
band gap of the T302 films as well as to investigate whether
.
 the crystalline
or polycrystalline TiO.. is a direct-band gap or indirect -band gap material,
as these factors are of the utmost importance to the carrier transport in
the material. The basic functional dependences of the absorption co o-
Efficient on the photon energy have been discussed in. Chapter 2. based
on the functional dependences, one can determine whether or not ,a crys-
talline (or polycrystalline.) solid is a direct-band gap material by plotting
*2 (or a l/2 ) versus -hw. A typical result of this study for the Baas
deposited at 400*C is show-n in P gezrs 4.6. Notite that the absorption
increases rapidly as the wavelength of radiation is smaller than 0.38 us.
An optical band gap o f 3.7 eV, based on Figure 4.7, is obtained.	 This
` band gap is considered to be associated with a direct band-wto-b and traasi-
4	 ` tion.	 Recently, the band structure of titanium dioxide by Daude, at al.
1761 reveals that the lowest indirect transition (3.02 eV) is .t 	 X
The present result of 3.7 eV is close to the first direct transition.
Although a gap of 3.2 eV can be obtained by a direct extrapolation from
a. Figure 4.6, it is not adopted due to the la ck of theoretical justiticat on.
P	
-
The optical absorption spectra of the TLO film deposited at 200%
F= Ia . shown in figure 4.8.	 This figure is then, converted to Figure 4.9.,
on the basis of the theory derived in Chapter 2. 	 A dansity-of-states
energy gap of the order of 3,22 eV is obtained. ..The reported values
of the optical gap of TiO 	 range from 3.66 aV to, 3696 sV j27.19j.	 Notice
n that there values are generally on timated. from the absorption spectra.
k. The ,dagrte of: the accuracy of applying this :ajttl"tion to , an amdrphous
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solid is questionable. It is hiso interesting to note that a band gap
of 3.75 eV is obtained if an a 2 versus 'nor plot, as shown in Figure 4.100
is applied. Although the eonsiztency with the literature is evident, the
meaning of such a plot remains ur,tertain,
The absorption spectrum p _esented tht:s far are associated with the
films, either pol.ycryatr.11inc at araarphous, of thickness smaller than
4
400 A. The reason to utilizing
 such thin films is to prevent the speetro-
photometer from operating undex an ovexload condition. One of the spectra
obtai.ne4'txum a thicket filer. (1000 A) rteptsited at 500°C is shown in
Figure 4n11e This diagram is especially p5otted fot both percent trans-
mittance and sbsorbencs, Certain ebsQSptian peaks which are not sssu
previousiy are present.. The absor ption paws above 0..35 um are attributed
to intexiezent:e dup to mLiriple inte7rw0 reflection [22], The absorption
peak at the vicirizy of 0_3Z om is bG?ieved to ba due tQ the band -to-band
tiansitior►, Utxapolation beyand 0.32 ufi gives rise to a band gap of
..90 eV The optical gap estim^Yed here is consistent with both that
of Figure 4.1 and that of Fitzgibbons` 1221
4,3 Current.-Vcitage Charactaziatics
T"ne d-c: conduction level of the no-deposited Ti0 2
 films is gezzexally
high. In the study of conduction nieLharrisms. either a linear plat (i vs.
V) ox Schottky plot (log 1 vs- PV) is employed. A linsai plot is used to
t
detect the existenca of ohmic conduction and also to calculate the
resistivity, whaxeaa the SclxWttky plat is employed to investigate whathei
a SChQLtky amissioa (elet-trode -limited) nec:hanism or a Poole-Fzenkal
(bulk-liniitQd) machanlam is dominant, the linear plat of a tftsnivaE
aioxide film deposited at 400"G in a nitrogen atmosphere to %frown in
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FlAurs 4.10. Uependence ct a` versua 'hw of the amorphaus TIO2 film
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figure 4,11 The slope of the curve is caicuiated to correspond to a
resistivity of 7.4xi06
 G-cm. It is believed that the conduction mechanism
in this ohmic region is attxi.buted to the hopping conduction (771, Nhich
is a phonon assisted tunneling between neighboring sitas, as illustrated
in Figure 4.13. The Schottky plot fits the I-V characteriatic quite wall,
as illustrated in Figure 4.14. The slope of this Schottky plot is 2.76,
Which is close to the theoretical value of 2. 5,o if the Pool*-Free cel
mechanism is assumed dominant This discrepomey it believed to be due
to the inaccuracy in the measurement of the optical refractive Index.
Hevertheiess, the e=lusion that a bulk-limited Poole-Frankel mechanism
is responsible for the d-c ccnd'attiun in this region is justified. If
the applied voltage is furrher incaresaed, a space-charge limitad process
finally becomes important.
valence bang'
V
mate)	 i.nauiatcr	 metal
Figure 4.13. Iliustcatlen of the hopping conduction slue to phonot
a'aiated tunneling hetwaen neighboring impurity altos
0.2	 G-	 0.6	 O.L	 2.0	 1.2	 1.4	 1.0
Wv (volt)<
Figure 4.14. Schottky plot of the. Tip .. thin film deposited in N, at
400°C
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T2.raniwn dioxide films .depositei in an oxygen atmosphere, which will
undoubtedly increase the oxidation state, are also invasti.gate.d. A
Schottky P10t at an as-d.ussce(: files is shown in Figure 4,15, It is
interesting to nrti L that the conduction level of the film deposited in
oxygen is decreased by two orders cF MagrlitUdE as c:ompaze.d to that de-
posited in nitrogen- It has been proposed-that the cx-ygen vacancy corJS t i
tutes a dt*,nz crate in citaniu, dioxide 178). Consequently, the phenomenon
:Jb!°E.XVC-d	 tb.F. OY.illaL:.ot, of e--tifely decxeasas t:h=
denalt y ca aonor al.tes u:td suosequently der-teases the density o.t free
C^a"CI^eI 3 e't] ^Itiit ir=.	 under biab• A resistivity
a g
 }i7fT.?. F:i rJ. ^f.^rr	 :dam lb	 %iCt^le LG(l
Tne LICA that PGCle- Frcnkel emiasx a, lr thL dayninant Methanlstn in
t:hi.n tlran:lurrr dio..i ae iasm ton(;:., tior hci^ been identified by Harbison
1he resi..ivity of single crystalline titanium dioxide
(Lvtlle phask) ws5 rer.ortc:i tc, be 10 	 if- CL, E79). iiad-, Cr, 41. IV]
reptrtEd one resistivity of thin film 'TiU 2 , prepared by re6Ltivc sputtering,
to rtirlrt txo;rr U.01 44-cm L I(,il ii- LVI depundln^ on Oic o.rygeu partial
pressure
	
basea on this review. the xesuit of ttic p.esEnt study is Cors-
slstent wiLh 1.3105e ceT'rVILcLj elscwrlcre. Furthex	 Ln the resistivit.>
in tit course possi.bLC It a.ni ►ea,ltng In an axyVeri atmosphete. is pertutmcd.
4. 4 E.a^utst p nte- VGit.tt^±e {:t1i.I3c t£L19t it--
ne La1lnc3tanr.e-vo1LC+P. L,% ;rjdt to in^restigat:e the erms-
Ls-, n , c of an inversion (hannel an:1 t •, ca1'_t11uLe thL surra-e st4 tt density
A systemati. C-V study 1 1, aLLL,1)Y hastd on the tulipwing considerattcwaS;
{11 i,aFS the crjstal,di.ne stt.; .A-re at the t.Llm aittct, the TiO.,-GaAs
inteir$-e presptztif_
..^.s..s^:..^.r...,^ a_-....^. ,..^
	,., ,:	 ,.. z,	
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ligur• 4.15. Schottky plot of the 23U 2 thin film dopoelted In o2 at
400"t;
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(2) it has been observed, as presented in Section 4.3, that
titanium dioxide deposited in an oxygen atmosphere *haws
F..'
	
	
higher oxidation state than that deposited in nitrogen. It to
intuitive to ask whether or not the oxidation state Will play
any importaz,t role in surface state density reduction or inver-
sion channel fosviation.
(3) Based on our experiences in silicon technology, it is well
understood that annealing generally lowers the interface state
"density. Is this effect also true in the case of TiQ2-GaAs
interface? Also,, does it make any difference in the interface
properties between annealing in 02 and in N2?
A variety of investigations have been per foiri^ci to answer the questions
described abo.e. To avoid the t^)upl.ing of sct reza3 variables, e.g., temp-
eratuxe, annealing atmosphere, etc., all samples in the same set are
deposited allowing only one variable at a time to be changed. Under such
a complete and systematit study, very good results have beer. achieved.
Those of great importance for the present interest will. be qualitatively
described as follows:
(i) The films deposited in the oxyger, atmosphere are better than
those deposited in the nitzogen as far as the interface
property is concerned. This resul t arises from comparing
•
	
	 Figure 4.3.6 with Figure 4.17. It has been pointed out that
titanium dioxide deposited in the oxygen atmosphere shows a
higher degree of oxidation, as described in Section 4.3.
Consequently, it is zeasonable to draw the t • ontlusion that
films with a higher oxidation state show better interface
0Aa
4
Figure 4-16. '3e C_ 4, characteristic cF as ANTS 2-GaAS capacit#t with TV  deposited at400% in 02 atmosphere
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properties.. It this a,.ricluslon is truer it is also plausible
to infer that the films annealed . in ovgen would have higher
quality. In eff'act, this phenomenan'has been observed as
illustrated it Figure 4.1R.
(ii) If the films are not deposited in an oxygen atmosphere, annealing
is generally requited in order to achieve an inversion layer,
(iii) It is s19,Q observed that the longer the period of annealing time,
the better the quality of the films. Annealing for at least
' trf., rrinutez^ is Eener lily zequ1. _ed to have eny detectable affect
e,n the ir^terfa:• c property. It is generally believed, however,
that As will evaporate from ::rye GaAs surface at temperatures
higher than 500`C, and subsequently accmmulatc at the rnsulat.or-
semic^inducr.or infer£ace if titanium diaxide is a dit u5ion mask
for As atr;tits. Such an arsenic Iayet will undoubtedly induct
tzappi.np renters at the interface, although the detuil of the
trapping mechanism Is unknown. weed on this, the constructive
and destructive effbct.e are assumed . to. reach. :a compromise..
The period of annt~813.ng time ran ging _from 40 to 120 mUtutes La
r ecorntrtende d s
4v) Titanium di:oxidt. films deposited tit 40000 offarr good resiatanre

&.	
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protection, and of rouse, a better diffusion or ion--implanta-
tio.n .mask than shirr-on dioxIdE. Tice . result. of .t.he present
study make - j r,.'r:I.un dlwLide stlbstanti`lly cbmp4rable to silicon
n:itride. ira	 .irrejpc:ct_
1
	
4 ^
	 ^
	
1	 (_:) R ."ste: e s {s is :115 tua jjv nbser ec in she accumulation region.	 +	 ^
Such . a hysteresi8 irs ..ei t he due to fast surwace scales [l8 .
	
i	
+	 or dua to the high m--uduc:tivn :level of the oxide. This is
DC—C-2 ae rsnSt of trie appl ied biz, drops across the oxide as tit;
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at 21 75 'C as shown in Figur e 4.21-	 Bzcat,^; c of the fait: that TO	 filar
" deposited rat 27:5"G can :bs_ Ct.iwh^d. by %	 p:atiern :c^ fzn tan. atrd. hent<e...
device xa'brica:t;on are achiLT%L t,Ie: 	 Altop.ethsr, a fir-- Channe	 deple-
tionon t oda GaAs i11aFF- ` cw 	 be built box utilizing the inharent~ inversion
p-- channel a.risl tg	 :rhe 4iltr--ice, rie-.ativa oxide charges.
Finally	 tine quaztita yrr . cc,ult s such at: dielectric constant,
frtat-band-voltage, Ord e feet .-e fi..ed -xide charges will be given.
Since such a calctfix3ti t]rl u--,,uE Jy T r3iv_-'_ ``es a st=.rang acC`L'.xfl13lation Capon.--
Lance ana a strong im7sz.7io 	 un-I ; as well, artl.y LI ose samples vhich e .,1'-)i
} strong accumulation ana nt:era i.riversion	 Le considered here.
6
-Higuri: 4 lb a`iows C ;.` .-7 L'_S^_"':ti °v ^ _h a r.4r e itr -.ace of 32.0 p 	 in -'
f l"DIl	 accmaLul.ation.	 The -- 1 	 ­ 2. !'-	 23 s.:x '2 t uml	 1S.sm dot 10 Mil	 (IC's
inch) :Ln djarac ei.	 ne	 dliele tw-_Ir^ coneta-at calculated froff: th'-
sr:rong accumul arion cr^, :c 3.c.^.sf ^a 	 s, a'iw .it 50.	 Su^bstl_	 ing Co, Cm,	 i_,,
x D4 and u. into. Ewaat ran (^a :i ? , wr oht-in a flat-band capacitance a;t^
57 pf,	 Tha intersect of cpe f l c*-band canacit:anre with the observed C-
curve pxovidas. a flat:-band ` -It e.ge (1s t, J cf 2.? V. The flat--band vol.taZc
is related to the	 wG Y. is i u;` c t ran difference and o,.16 t
charge via the soi' .^ ^,rir{^; et	 tic..:	 [11'
g,	 -F3s	 cl
tF where 0
	
is t he metal- eemironiuetor ^ .czk function difference, C.
the oxide capacit:ancef Q53 Ss the fixe	 ox16e eharraes at the insulareoi
semiconduc.to	 inter ar: , p l%.; i	 an a^ bir-Lary charge distribution Fez
tit area inside the	 d i5 the u:-id,. tlAckness, and x is Measrzrea
fr.orn the metal-insulates interfr -. 	 T1 f;. equation can be .written &; 2
6
2
f
T°k^!'^.^N^,7sbti::m^.,-pa,^Nct^?.^7^. ^^wrxrart*.?+ar $?°%tiaex^rin,^zks'+'7.,. a^..^N^sr^^IrtN;:.:_yng^w..;^F.`;}gppsa^•,,e^«t?S^+c 	
..
I
rr
so
QrS. ff
VVH ` QMS .	 CO
where QSS,eff	
QSS +	 dx	 dx is the affective faxed oxide charges
oat the insulator-semic nductor interface. 	 SubstitutinR a value of QMS
I	 . equal. to -0.036V and a VE$ of 2 AV into Aquation (4-14 one obtains an.
i effective: fixed oxide charge of -1.26xIG^' 2/em	 It is this charge that.
^.
4„ induces a spontaneous inversion channel in the semiconductor.	 Although	 .
the: calculation ft performed :for one: sample : Caty	 it is:a:.typical re ulr
of the .prosent. study.
Based on the result shown in Figute k-.20, one concludes that , it is
_s
A difficult to aeh3 eve an inversion layer In :the AR:-T0 ,^  Gaka -MTS structure
” with the Tioz films deposited at 240%.	 This lack of an inversion, layer
3s usually attributed to eit" "har high leiltage current or hikb surface state:
I densities.	 In spite of the lack of an inversion layer for an At-TO
GaAa capacitor, an inversion layer can be aasily, achieved for the AP,
Tip] --Si MIS structure.	 If the''conduct on levels of both ar e assumed
R Co be the same, then one can elftminate the ,conuideration of 'high leakage °
current.
	
Therefore, one convinces that high surface. state densities a
m'ke the formation of an inversion layer impossihle for the AC T:102-
GaAs capacitor with the Ti0	 deposited at 20D	 A theoretical`model,
" based on a similar treatment of Hauser and Bridges C82], will be pre--
sented to account for this phenomenon.
ti
Consider a donor-like surface state located.somewhere between the
-
mid-gap and the valence band maximum of the n -type GaAs.	 The energy
nand diagrams for the donor-like.surface. states under large positive.
and negative bias voltage :are: shown in Fi.gw a 4.22. 	 For a large negative
i
meta.	 Insulator	 sem^:cona^crar
.:rte	 ,r.., _..
82
bias voltage, the donor-like states are unoccupied and are positively
charged,; while ,for a large positive voltage the sates are occupied by
-
electrons and.are electrically neutral. 	 Due to the dependwe of the
.	 charge state of the donor-like . surface state on the surface potential,.'
the resulting : OmV curve will :exhibit a plateau smawhere in the depletion
region., as ,shown to Figure 4.23.	 The width of the plateau QV Is related
to the surface state: charges A	 'SS
a  a^AV ^► ss.	 (4.3)
O	 q
where Go is the oxide capacitance and NHS is the discrete surface state
2. .dcne ;t	 3n 'unit -atat es^cm	 F$ute 4.24.st►owm the ..0-U. curve with s
step-like characteristic clue to the existence of :four discrete surface
states.
	
Notice that as the numher of the discrete states imasasse,and
finally the states are distributed continuously within the forbidden gap,
a
. C-•V curve as shown in Figure 4 `.25 will ba observed,
§ 9
V
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V
a
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Figure 4.23.
	
The C-V curve of an MIS device with a discrete surface
state
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Consider. N es e. fun tion: of the : sur..faae patsnt al *	 They voltage
a
chen:ge;due. to the surface stare located at the surface potential ^!^ is
given 'nv
t
q dNss 0S -
D	 .
If . I+IEE is a continuous, function of V S , one can define
dN	 (^?	 ),
d ^6
where D is the surface state densities in states/cm—eV. Thus,
tutior► (4 P 4} hecoss
q dr;
dV ^.G dgS Clips .Gp
(4..6)
—
d^o	 5
The bias voltage, relative to the riat .^band condition, required to ob-
tain an inversion layer is given by integrating Equation (4.6) from ^s
0 to 12 F a 2(E. - Ei), where ES is the Fermi energy and E^ is the
f ntrint is Fernd energy [ 2). 	 Thus ,
e
r
V	 IdV
C	
D d'y
q
_
2q
(4. 7 )
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5.	 SUK WLY, CC}..CLUEIONS AND RECOMMENUATIONQ
Titanium. 	 dioxide films pzeix xed b;	 the chef cad vapor dego it 3o
	 ase'
investigated in tbis s4 uw_;r as a candidar_e fox the a PA .licatian	 -a the GaAs-
s	 MISFST.	 In order to get a couralete insight of the titanium dtaydus-
gallium arsenide interface, tine should study the physical and optical
prop:zrt es of the'UO., files first	 At el ipsorAeter, an X-ray cliffracto-
mater, and a W visible Spectrophotometer are among. the	 astxuments
' 	 uti ized.for these studies. 	 The c rvatallfnity of the TiO	 films is de-
ta=ined by the depoalLinn temperature and, of course, by the post-deposiition
_	 heas treatments as weld..	 the as--deposited filins ar
	
afaorphaus if the
degas thantsmpa:rature is ?over than. 275'C. error is poly
 erystalline, anatase
phase if the terupexature is higher. than 400%.	 T*ae tempera :ure..at 275nC.
Is thought of as a txansitian t6rnperatuXe between the amorphous and ax^atase
.	 -
films.	 Refry ctir-e indexes, determined by the. Qllipsometer., ranges from
1. ,64 to- 2.1,. depending on the deposition temperature, 	 It has 'been o se^nred.
a
3
that the nigher the deposition Zatfiperaktuies> are,: the higher the refrac
ilve indexes will be.	 The polycrystallfne.TiO Z-films:are impervious-to
moat af,.'the :chemical etching. proeess a, while the gr*tphv"r.Tlk
	 €ilma
cart be rapid3yr etched by dilute hydxaf3oxic sold. Therezoze, low-
empera u^ce dapoel	 orf<	 o	 t #aed by h	 ai r temperatUr.e'' annealing ins
suggested for devive iabri icatiau.'	 the='arkorphou#	 T ©	 filtne have
deenity!-of^-State.: ,gap of 3 2 :eV, aura Cho polycrystalline TiG 2
 PUPS hgve
a band-dap af' 3, 76 4V be^sed,`aii a 'c3 pact bunch-tc.-band opts cal absorption-.
: Such anti increase in the bar►ci-stag 3 s des Lralile a	 fsr ''as a barrier for
the charge injaction' from the s end conduct or:
 is concerned.
-
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sd^ris	 how
2y	 its that Bsr .p jcm »hV is requ red to achieve an aceeptab^ e
#.n *O."t6vi UY ri.
i tlrsr 4, tu as	 ^n rea 'the `tsa .aUL Ity of the Tap 	.ms aid ro
k6d iC6 the
 Our 490 at t' iiensifl s are suggesta3. A p . aama stc ing stu y'
to stiVe thy, etch'ipg problem of `the To	 me r3egQstsd `aC 40 °C Is
also rgcommendec„ An a;^ f4 4ment ^.n this. respect will make the e^##'jUa
tfbri o€ the piaod qua. ,	 of the 4Dp^C T q filmsa the e3hV-ae^ f$br^ca-;
tton ^osaib^.e..
oq^wsfn^ this study deneatrates that a p-taane^. G,sAst-MiBT
coin	 ^s e^agt lly £abricaiced ^f tine Road propetties rod the 400-9c
TOojGM	 tprf4im can be_ ., ttCi^ zee,
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